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NIFTEM strives to act as leading centre of comprehensive learning to serve as one stop solution
for growing food industry. The innovative and world class learning environment at NIFTEM equips
the students with required skills and ability and infuses in them a zeal and fervour, to scale great
heights. 
During this pandemic institutions need to change their mundane teaching methods and adapt to
evolving technology-centred teaching. When very student’s home became his institute and the
learning institutes became virtual institutes, there are few challenges one has to face at the
initial stages. Faculty plays the most important role in such a system. NIFTEM faculty through his
experience /skills in online teaching accepted this challenge and established themselves as
“competent” individuals who can deliver what the students expect.
It is hearting to note that as a result of a highly supportive and proactive academic environment
in NIFTEM, all the departments have conducted various webinars, workshops and panel
discussions. NIFTEM conducted Happiness Technology Workshop for its students as a part of
completing exercise for Induction Programme. Students’ societies have conducted various
events using online platform.
In coming days as well, NIFTEM aims to focus on research and develop innovative solutions to
technological challenges being faced by food processing sector. Going forward, the use of
technology in teaching will lead to a new era wherein the best of faculty will be available from
across the globe to students. Education quality will be determine by the availability and quality of
IT infrastructure and faculty who are equipped with digital teaching technologies as important
parameters. I hope each NIFTEMite would leave no stone unturned to make NIFTEM an epitome of
excellence.

Dr. Chindi vasudevappa
Vice Chancellor, NIFTEM

From theFrom the  
Vice Chancellor’s DeskVice Chancellor’s Desk

ALL THE BEST!
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Everything starts and ends with food. Food technology is one of the newly emerging and
growing fields. To welcome and celebrate this new era we welcome you to Foodophile
(magazine).
 
In this edition, the magazine is trying something new: an issue with multiple foci,
containing sketches and a poem on hunger. As food is essential to all living things,
quality remains the top priority for us.
 
So in these pages, we'll see industrial processing, vertical farming, the benefits of edible
straws, and celebrate the food festival. We'll link pine nuts to tigers and explore the
positive side of the food industry. More than ever before, we are presenting a
diversified food world and we want to make it clear how embedded food is in the face
of this planet we all love.
 
At last, I would like to thank my managing editor and team for developing the issue. I
would also like to thank my mentors and institute for all the unpriced support. I hope
the magazine serves every reader's purpose and for everyone, it has something to offer. 

PRASHANT SHARMA
Editor-In-Chief

FROM THE EDITORFROM THE EDITOR
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APPRECIATIONS

" I appreciate team foodophile for their thoughts and efforts behind this
initiative. I found the magazine content very precise and informative.
Foodophile is a complete package for food industry related news and key
updates. All the best team foodophile for the great success ahead."

 
- Shubham Chhikara

Food technologist at Bveg foods Pvt Ltd

“ Foodophile is a magazine providing epitome knowledge about the food
sector. I highly recommend its essential reading to every student for
seeking immense knowledge in this fast growing sector. I would also ask
the research enthusiasts and students to come forward and contribute to
this magazine. I also appreciate the whole team for their innovative
initiative and thoughts provoking efforts. “   

 
- Prof. Prabhat K Nema
Dean Research , Niftem

  ” I read Foodophile's inaugural issue and thought it to be highly interesting and
interactive. It was amazing to read so many fascinating details about food
technology. It keeps you up to date on the latest developments in the world of
food technology. Foodophile comes highly recommended by me to all
researchers, students, and anyone working in the food industry.”

- Rajat Suhag
PhD (Food Engineering and Biotechnology)

Faculty of Science and Technology, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
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Foodophile Issue 1 was inaugurated by honourable ViceFoodophile Issue 1 was inaugurated by honourable Vice
Chancellor of NIFTEM , Dr. Chindi Vasudevappa in theChancellor of NIFTEM , Dr. Chindi Vasudevappa in the
presence of The Registrar andpresence of The Registrar and    Respected Deans. TheRespected Deans. The

issue was published by Niftem Knowledge Centre .issue was published by Niftem Knowledge Centre .
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SIGNIF ICANCE
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SARSO DA SAAGSARSO DA SAAG
TRADITIONAL FOOD:

One of the most flavourful dishes 'Sarso da saag'
is linked with Punjabi tradition which is popular
in the northern part of India and served with
delicious Makki ki roti in the winter season. 
Makki ki roti is significantly associated with
Punjabi cuisine while the maize component was
brought to the subcontinent in the 16th century
by the Portuguese; however, after American
crops came in Punjab by British, the farmers of
Punjab started planting maize crops in their field
and subsequently Makki ki roti gained popularity
in Punjab and other regions as well.

INTRODUCTION

This dish is prepared in various states such as
Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh,
Haryana, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Uttarakhand, and
Jammu in Northern India and Pakistan.
It is made using seasonal mustard leaves along
with Bathua (Chenopodium or pigweed, white
goose-foot), radish leaves, and spinach (known     
as palak for enhancing color & thickening). 

All the green veggies used to prepare this dish
are rich in vitamin A, dietary fiber. It contains
loads of nutrients to add healthiness to their diet
during winters. This fascinating recipe tantalizes
the taste buds.

During the winter season, Sarso  and Bathua
are predominantly available. Therefore, Sarso
da saag is made in northern parts of India,
especially in the Punjab region where this
mouth-watering recipe was originated.
It was assumed and observed that the taste of
fully prepared saag enhanced with keeping it
for a day or two. Even after storing this meal
for 2 or 3 days, they savored this meal for
longer  after mild heating and thawing it.
As mustard leaves have a bitter taste, some
spices are added to give it a distinct flavor or
zest, and then served hot along with fresh
butter/desi ghee on Makki ki roti & little jaggery
as well.

IMPORTANCE

- A A N C H A L  S H A R M A
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The dish has immense benefits as it helps
in providing essential nutrients and
keeping the body warm which in turn
fights against cold in the wintertime.
Makki or cornmeal roti has a good amount
of vitamin A, C, K and beta-carotene. It is
beneficial for skin, hair, heart, brain, and
digestion. It also act as an alternative to
gluten sensitivity and helps in recovering
nutritional deficiencies. 
Sarso or mustard leaves are rich in
antioxidants and essential micronutrients.
Iron reduces the risk of anaemia. It
contains high dietary fiber that promotes
good gut health and also smoothens bowel
movement in the stomach. 
As per reports, the components available
in the Sarso da saag & Makki ki roti dish
helps to eliminate bad cholesterol . It helps
in reducing the chances of hypertension
and heart attacks due to high dietary fiber
content.
The Sarso leaves help in detoxifying the
body by eliminating toxins. Hence, it helps
in neutralizing chemicals and metals in
the body. Jaggery or fennel seeds also
helps in digestion and do satisfy post-
meal sweet craving.

BENEFITS

Abundant leafy greens have
phytochemicals that protect the body from
disease and environmental distress. It also
helps Strengthen immunity against cold,
flu, and viral infections.
Corn helps to gain weight. It goes well with
people in Punjab or farmers as their
lifestyle is laborious. So, Makki ki roti helps
to gain weight, and leaves of mustard aids
in enhancing metabolic activity and
boosting energy levels in the body.



PROCEDURALPROCEDURAL
ANALYSIS FOR FOODANALYSIS FOR FOOD

PROCESSINGPROCESSING
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TOAST INDUSTRYTOAST INDUSTRY

Toast is a part of the bakery industry. The
Indian bakery industry is one of the leading
parts of the Indian food industry. Toast is a
product which is liked by every person with
a cup of tea. But what all it takes to make
this cheap toast interesting? Let us find 
 out-

Toast ingredients are Maida, Sugar,
Water, Yeast, etc.
Mixing of these raw materials is
necessary to prepare the dough.
Kneading is necessary for developing
dough into a smooth elastic ball.
Proofing is used to prepare yeast bread
and other baked goods where the
dough is allowed to rest for a specific
time before baking.

PROCEDURE:

PROCESSES INVOLVED INPROCESSES INVOLVED IN
TOAST SECTION:TOAST SECTION:

R A W  M A T E R I A L  
R E C E P T I O N

M I X I N G

K N E A D I N G

P R O O F I N G

-  D E V E S H  G O Y A L-  D E V E S H  G O Y A L



Baking-1 and Baking-2 are the similiar
processes used for preparing food that
uses dry heat.
The difference between Baking-1 and
Baking-2 is that in baking-1 bread is
used and in Baking-2, toast cut from
bread is baked.
Cooling is essential because the
process of starch retro-gradation is 
 completed and the water molecules
move outwards.
Slicing is done to turn the bread in
desired toast Shape.
Packaging of toast is done in the
appropriate pouch.
Storage is done in boxes in a warehouse
at ambient temperature.
 The product is finally dispatched.

4

B A K I N G - 1

C O O L I N G

S L I C I N G

B A K I N G - 2

C O O L I N G

P A C K A G I N G

S T O R A G E

D I S P A T C H
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P E E L I N G

WAFER L INE PROCESSESWAFER L INE PROCESSES
INVOLVED:INVOLVED:

R A W  M A T E R I A L  
R E C E P T I O N

G R A D I N G

W A S H I N G

S L I C I N G

B L A N C H I N G

D R Y I N G

F R Y I N G

S E A S O N I N G

P A C K A G I N G  &  S T O R A G E

D I S P A T C H

WAFER INDUSTRYWAFER INDUSTRY

Crispy wafers are one of the most
favorite products among children.
The wafer industry gives a boom to
potato production every year. The
demand for the product is very high,
lots of competition is present for the
product in the food industry. Let us
see, what it takes to make this
economical evening snack-
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PROCEDURE:

Raw materials that match the approved standards are
taken.
In grading, potatoes are graded based on different
sizes.
In washing, dirt and waste are removed from
potatoes, and potatoes are thoroughly cleaned up.
In Peeling, the outer layer of the potato is removed.
Slicing is done to the potato into the shape of chips of
the required size.
Blanching is used to stop the enzymatic activity.
Blanching is not used as a permanent method, it is
used on a seasonal basis.
The dryer is used to dry chips before they are fried.

Frying is the most necessary step which is used to
fry up the potatoes present in the shape of chips.
The  temperature of the fryer is 175°-185°C.
Seasoning is necessary to intensify the natural
flavor of the food without changing it.
Packaging of chips into pouches takes place.
Storage is done in the warehouse.
The product is dispatched finally.

CONCLUSION:
The food industry requires us to develop the knowledge about food safety, food
preservation, plant supervision, quality assurance, etc. Here we have focused on the
procedural aspect by two examples. The domain of food processing is important and it
defines the outcome of the food product. The overall industry is still expanding and has
a very bright future ahead!



In the dark shade of night, 
A guiltless life craves for meal,

In the next shining morning
An innocent life prays for meal,

With time, faith crumbles & hope wanes
 

Their heavy eyes stare at open roofs,  
With sparkling spoon and empty bowl,

Their withering dream troves, 
With fragile bones and glued feet

 
Besides strong aches & soundless cries, 

Their whole existence suffers,
For a reason to be tougher,

Their stomach yearns for meal,
And the hunger is just yet left to deal.

 
When the hunger and thirst raise,

This bitter reality sinks within, 
Each time they consume pain

With no clue of the meal. 
 

Their story of life is a tragedy.
However, the loudest misery is their living state.

They live, break and still survive,
holding on fast & praying is not a choice but turned into fate for them.

P O E T R Y  C O R N E RP O E T R Y  C O R N E R

HUNGERHUNGER
When HUNGER in stomach raises, question on humanity raises too.When HUNGER in stomach raises, question on humanity raises too.

  

- A A N C H A L  S H A R M A- A A N C H A L  S H A R M A
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Vertical Farming
- G A U R A V  J A N G I D

Professor Dickson Despommier proposed vertical
farming. His concept was to grow food in the
urban areas using less distance and save time in
bringing the food produced in rural areas to the
cities. 
He intended to grow food in urban environments
and thus provide fresh foods faster and at a lower
cost. Therefore, vertical farming is the cultivation
and production of crops/plants in vertically
stacked layers and vertically sloping surfaces.
There are countries in the world where more and
more vertical farms are developing every year. On
the other hand, in some countries, there is not
even a single vertical farm. Vertical farming is
becoming more and more popular all over the
world. It is expanding rapidly in the USA, Japan,
China, Denmark, France, Kuwait, South Korea,
Thailand, UAE and Taiwan.

AEROFARMS is a leading company in the
vertical farming sector. David Rosenberg
(CEO), Marc Oshima (CMO) and Edward
Harwood (CSO) are founders of Aerofarms.
AeroFarms is an indoor farming company
that uses a patented aerodynamic farming
system to grow products. The company
currently operates four farming facilities in
and around Newark. AeroFarms is the first
indoor vertical farming company to be a
Certified B Corporation. 
Aero Farms is a leader in large indirect
indoor commercial farms. With ten years of
experience, they opened their first
commercial farm in Ithaca, New York, then
expanded to Newark, New Jersey, and are
now ready to open our new commercial
farm in Danville, Virginia, using their fifth-
generation farm technology. Whether you
are inspiring new life in urban areas such
as obsolete steel mills or building a home
farm to revitalize a rural area, farms have a
typical structure that can expand.
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Vertical farming in India is under the growing
stage. In India, there are  less numbers of vertical
farms as compared to other countries. The
technique of vertical farming is for metropolitan
cities like New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, and
Chennai without using soil and pesticides. 
India is the country with second highest
population. India is developing every day with
something new. Industrialization is also increasing
exponentially due to which arable lands get
exposed to high risks. Vertical farming in India is
the solution to all these problems.
Vertical farming is an innovative way to maintain
our farming practices. In India, vertical farming is
based on multi-layers. Multi-layer farming is a
protected method that provides a higher yield of
vegetables and fruits all over India.
Vertical farming is the method of producing crops
on vertically stacked layers. A smaller unit area of
land is required as compared to normal farming
and vertical farming.

1.Hydroponics 
Some vertical farms use the hydroponic
method to cultivate their plant. In
hydroponic techniques, plants are grown in
water instead of soil. Some nutrients that
plant requires for cultivation are not
present inside the water. For this, we add
some external nutrients. In this method,
nutrients are supplied to plant roots
through water, rather than being absorbed
out of the soil.

2.Aeroponics 
In the aeroponic technique, plant roots are
exposed to air without growing medium. In
this method, seeds are periodically misted
with better oxygen excess for plants, and
very little use of water. Aeroponic is on the
expensive side for a startup.

TECHNIQUES OF
VERTICAL FARMING :

9



CONCLUSION

Vertical farming is expensive. We use a vertical farming technique for getting consistent crop
production all year around. Less amount of water cultivates the crop. There is no transportation cost
between rural areas to urban areas. Vertical farms are easily set up in urban areas because vertical
farms do not require that much area as farms need. You will not need a lot of staff to get consistent,
annual production. This process only requires few people with low skills. But the fewer amount of
crops can grow economically in vertical farms. A very high amount of energy is needed in vertical
farms because no natural lighting is present there.

 
 

3.Aquaponics
Aquaponics is the cooperation of two words aqua
and ponics. Aqua means raising fish in a
controlled environment and ponics means growing
plants in lesser soil. 
In aquaponics technique, plant roots get natural
nutrients rich water that's comes from fish tank.
In fish tanks, fish are eating food and producing
waste and this water is the perfect fertilizer for
plants.
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S K E T C H
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-AKANKSHA SINGH



                           EDIBLE STRAWS:     
SIP, GULP, AND MUNCH! 

Who doesn't love to sip out chilled           

cold drinks, hot thick cream

coffee, or yummy flavored thick

milkshakes using straws?

But have you ever wondered that

you could even eat your straw

after sipping your drink? If not,

then this article will serve as food

to satisfy your hunger!

 

How cool it sounds that after

sipping out our yummy drink we

can eat the straws as well. Edible

items such as rice, rye, seaweed,

sugar, wheat flour, etc. are used

to make edible straws. Not only

this, they are also available in

various mouth-watering flavors to

give consumers everlasting

pleasure.
 

WHAT ARE EDIBLE  STRAWS?

The world's first, 100% plastic-free,

biodegradable, compostable, and eco-

friendly straw was created by Loliware

named as Lolistraw. According to

seaweed technology, the straw can last

up to 8 hours in a beverage with a shelf

life of 24 months.

WHO MADE THE F IRST

EDIBLE  STRAW?

WHAT IS  THE SCIENCE

BEHIND EDIBLE  STRAWS?

By putting one end of the straw in the

mouth and the other in the beverage,

the air pressure in one's mouth gets

reduced when suction is applied,

causing atmospheric pressure to force

the liquid through the straw and into

the mouth.

-  A N J A L I  M A U R Y A
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1.ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:

Since the early 1950s, researchers

estimated that more than 8.3 billion

tonnes of plastic have accumulated. Only

9% of the plastic garbage produced was

recycled. Approximately 12% was burned,

with the remaining 79 percent ending up

in landfills, dumps, and other natural

areas.

EDIBLE STRAWS:  A BOON

TO THE ENVIRONMENT

AND YOUR FAVORITE

DRINKS. . .  DO YOU KNOW

WHY?

How did our ancestors used to enjoy their

savory drinks when there was no plastic? 

Around 6000 to 7000 years ago the ancient

Mesopotamians invented the very first

straws from wood, stones used for drinking

beers. Later on, metal alloys such as bronze

and metals such as gold and silver were

used. In the 1800s, the ryegrass straw came

into fashion because it was cheap and soft

but converted to mush when put in liquid.

By twisting paraffin-coated paper around a

pencil, gluing it, and removing the pencil,

Marvin C. Stone invented the first consumer-

friendly paper straw but these were not

edible. 

Since then, these drinking tubes have

evolved into various forms and sizes, made

from various materials.

ISN’T  THE IDEA OF EDIBLE

STRAWS CAME FROM OUR

ANCIENT HISTORY?

2. IMPACT ON OCEAN:

Every year, 100,000 marine mammals

die due to plastic ingestion or being

entangled in plastic-based fishing

gears. Whales, dolphins, porpoises,

seals, and sea lions are among them. In

their guts, many smaller marine

organisms break down plastic into

smaller particles known as

microplastics which is harmful to their

health.

3.IMPACT ON  HUMAN:

Humans consume 39,000 to 52,000

microplastic particles per year,

according to a study published in the

journal of Environmental Science and

Technology. If you include the number of

microplastics inhaled, then the number

can be 74,000.
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1.What is Nom?

Nom established in September 2018, is

an innovative sustainable edible

solutions company that aims to

substitute single-use disposables.

Their edible straws are baked and

ready-to-eat straws and come in 6

flavors (Vanilla, Strawberry, Lemon,

Mint, Chocolate, and Coffee). They use

basic ingredients such as rice flour,

wheat flour, refined oil, salt, sugar, and

more secret ingredients to make edible

solutions.

2.‘Paivi’: On Mission To

Replace Plastic Straws 

Paivi is the first company in India to

bring to the concept of an edible

drinking straw. 

Their products include edible drinking

straws, straws made of bamboo, wheat

hay, paper, reusable straws, and eco-

friendly packaging made from agro

waste such as wheat and wood husk.

Truly, edible straws act as a savior for us.

But isn't it strange that so many people use

plastic straws for drinking practically every

day, yet only one person thought of making

an edible straw? Can you think of a reason

for this?

Don't just try to overlook an issue; instead,

figure out the potentially viable answer.

Perhaps you, like Lolistraw, can be the next

problem solver.

CONCLUSION

3.Noble: A Vegan, Edible Straw

That Aims to Tackle Single-Use

Plastic Menace

The team undertook a design thinking

approach and arrived at an idea of a straw

that is edible. They believed that such a straw

will be sustainable, hygienic, and single to use. 

A lot more companies and startups are

working to create a better tomorrow by looking

forward to sustainable ways for the

environment.

TODAY’S SCENARIO OF EDIBLE STRAWS:

STARTUPS PICTURE
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FOOD FESTIVALFOOD FESTIVAL
Asian Hawkers Market :Asian Hawkers Market :Asian Hawkers Market :

I S H A N  M I S R A

About six years ago, four passionate food
lovers thought to move beyond the Chola
kulchas and aloo Tikkis and felt the need
to bring to capital Delhi its world-class
food festival. This idea gave birth to
Delhi's first-ever Asian Food Festival –
Asian Hawkers Market. 

Atul Sikand, one of the four organizers
recalls that the basic idea behind Asian
Hawkers Market is to celebrate every
flavor of traditional Asian food. At Diwali
Mela, you explore different varieties of fast
food with many other stalls of clothing and
games. The main focus of this food fest is
to bring authentic Pan-Asian cuisines
under one roof. A place where avid food
lovers can experience the vibrant culture
of the streets, local vendors, and high-end
restaurants, dishing out a variety of best
Asian flavors from the South-East and Far
East Asia. 

What do we usually expect from an Asian Food
Festival? A cup of noodles or a plate of momos. But
this is not the case with Asian Hawkers Market, the
food here ranges from Japanese to Chinese, Malay to
Thai, Indonesian to Burmese, and sometimes it
ranges between all these. On November 23, the three-
day-long food festival kick-off, which included many
popular Asian restaurants like Chi Ni, Mamagoto,
Guppy by AI, Neung Roi, Yum Yum Cha, Sampan, and
many more restaurants. 

15



With quality and economical food
products, they also provide amazing
martial art games, hoolas, arm wrestling,
chopsticks, and dance-offs were included.
The attraction of this festival is how at
one venue several food lovers could get to
see both the stand-alone and premium
five-star restaurants coming together and
showcasing their authentic dishes.

Asian Hawkers Market provides their
visitors with many facilities like trial
boxes, small plates which look like metal
bowls, and sampling portions. Trial boxes
are for the people who want to try
everything and then decide which one they
want to eat again. Trial boxes provide
everything from noodles to dim sums,
curry to spring rolls, and even salad.

Most of us haven't tried the traditional cuisines of the
Far East and South-East Asian countries like China,
Thailand, Japan, Korea, Myanmar, Cambodia,
Singapore, Indonesia, Vietnam, and Malaysia. But the
Asian Hawkers Market has given us the chance to
taste the authentic Asian food of high-end and stand-
alone restaurants from these countries. 

DETAILS  ABOUT ASIAN
HAWKERS MARKET:
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/asianhawkersmarket/?hl=en
Event Address (Fixed): Select CITYWALK, Delhi
Event Dates: 3 Days in October or November; 
This year's festival happened from 
23rd –25th November.
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INDUSTRIALINDUSTRIAL   
OVERVIEW:OVERVIEW:

ABOUT

ProMeat is a startup focused on
creating clean-label, plant-based
meat. Their motive is to help people
make the switch from
unsustainable to sustainable meats
easier, with their vegan products,
thereby making the food supply
chain environment friendly. It is a
team of food-techno managers
working to bring about a change in
the way people consume proteins.
They offer a range of ready to cook
plant-based alternatives. The
objective is to provide guilt-free
meat alternatives with no
compromise on texture, taste, and
health.

17
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They offer a range of various plant-based meat products -

CHICKEN
BURGER PATTY

KEBABS

NUGGETS

SAUSAGES

MINCED MEAT
AND MORE

The start-up is supported by: ProVeg International, IIT Kanpur, and IIT Bombay.
Published by: Green Queen, Vegan First, Vegconomist, Vegpreneur, and Food
Hack.
Their Past wins include: The India Smart Protein Innovation Challenge,
Innovation challenge (Future Food-Tech summit) by Unilever, HSI India, and
Envirocare Green Awards 2021.



HighHigh
FibreFibre

100%100%  
VeganVegan

GMOGMO
FreeFree

BENEFITS

ZeroZero
CholestrolCholestrol

HighHigh
ProteinProtein

MAJOR 
INGREDIENTS

MungMung

OatsOats

SoyaSoya

WheatWheat

PeaPea

promeat.in
promeatfoods@gmail.com

+91 8724057453, 9638288405

@ProMeatFoods
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CONTACT THEM:



National institute of food technologyNational institute of food technology
entrepreneurship and management, Thanjavurentrepreneurship and management, Thanjavur

The National Institutes of Food Technology
Entrepreneurship and Management (Sonepat
and Thanjavur) have been considered as
Institutes of National Importance by the
Government of India. National Institute of Food
Technology Entrepreneurship and Management,
Thanjavur previously known as IIFPT is an
educational institution functioning under the
Ministry of Food Processing Industries (MoFPI)
located at Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu. The Institute
offers academic and research programmes in
the field of food processing technology.

The institute has National Accreditation Board
for Testing and Calibration Laboratories.
National Institute of Food Technology
Entrepreneurship and Management accredited
food quality testing laboratory which is also
notified Food Safety and Standards Authority of
India (FSSAI) Referral Food Laboratory. Food
product development laboratory, food
microbiology laboratory, post-harvest pest
management laboratory, food processing
incubation center, and food engineering
laboratories are in its main campus at
Thanjavur. IIFPT is operating liaison offices at
Guwahati, Assam and Bathinda, Punjab.

FOOD-TECH INSTITUTE 
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These liaison offices have facilities to give skill
development trainings, incubation and
consultancy services to the farmers,
entrepreneurs and students in the field of value
addition of agricultural produce and food
processing technologies. IIFPT offers
undergraduate, postgraduate and Doctorate
degrees in food technology and allied fields. All
academic programmes are affiliated to Tamil
Nadu Agricultural University.

The sanctioned intake of students for the
B.Tech programme is 75 from the academic
year 2019-20 and for the M.Tech Programmes it
is 12 students in each specialisation.
Admission to the undergraduate B.Tech Food
Technology programme is done through Joint
Seat Allocation Authority using the rank
secured in JEE Main examination. Admission to
postgraduate and doctoral programme is done
based on the performance of the candidates in
their undergraduate studies and the entrance
examination conducted by IIFPT. IIFPT has
following departments for academic and
research activities: Food Engineering · Food
Product Development Food packaging and
system development Food safety and Quality
Testing Food Biotechnology Primary
Processing, storage and handling
Computational Modelling and Nano scale
processing Unit Center of Excellence in Grain
Sciences Center of Excellence in Nonthermal
processing.

PROGRAMMES OFFERED :

U N D E R G R A D U A T E :

B.Tech  (Food Technology)

P O S T G R A D U A T E :

M.Tech (Food Technology) in Food Process
Engineering
M.Tech (Food Technology) in Food Process
Technology
 M.Tech (Food Technology) in Food Safety
and Quality Assurance

R E S E A R C H :

Ph.D (Food Technology) in Food Process
Engineering 
Ph.D (Food Technology in Food Process
Technology
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NIFTEM : ACHIEVEMENTS IN R&D
FUNCTIONAL CHOCO-MUFFINS FORTIFIED WITH

HORSEGRAM

PROBLEM IDENTIFIED :

Horsegram fortified choco-muffins were not available

METHODOLOGY / WORKING :

Choco-muffins are developed which are gluten free, functional, fortified grain based muffins rich in proteins,
calcium and fiber from Indian traditional food products with traditional flavor which are healthy breakfast
and snacks alternative. These muffins cater to the nutritional requirement and are rich in protein, dietary
fiber and other micronutrients. The muffin is fortified with Horsegram incorporated with sweet potato and
foxtail millets.

APPLICATION :

Food Industries - Ready to eat food items

NAME OF THE INVENTORS :

Poorva Bugalia, Muskan Bhatt and Dr. Murlidhar Meghwal

Contact Details :
Dr. Murlidhar Meghwal
E-mail : murli.mdm@niftem.ac.in
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  People are fed by the foodPeople are fed by the food
industry, which pays noindustry, which pays no

attention to health, and areattention to health, and are
treated by the healthtreated by the health

industry, which pays noindustry, which pays no
attention to food.attention to food.
- Wendell Berry- Wendell Berry

FOODOPHILE

-foodophile-

foodophile.niftem@gmail.com


